Frank Bold Society is committed to protecting and respecting your personal data and to ensuring full compliance with data protection laws, including the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Please find below the most important information on the measures we take to protect your personal data and privacy, in particular on our website and in the context of our newsletter mailings. This privacy statement sets out the basis on which we will process any personal information that we may collect about you as a visitor to our website or participant to our events.

Frank Bold does not collect any information that could be used to personally identify you, except where this information, such as a name or email address, is supplied voluntarily in relation to a clearly-defined purpose such as your signing a public petition, facilitating the distribution of our newsletter or any other relevant information by email.

For our petitions, we only collect information through a form completed by a subscriber, containing his/her first name, name, email address and, if relevant, the country of origin. For our newsletter, we only collect information through a form completed by a subscriber, containing his/her first name, name, email address and organisation. We collect also basic information through the participation or the organisation of events and seminars: first name, name, email address, organisation, function.

The data stored will be used only for the purposes for which it is provided, and third parties will only be given access to it where this transferral of data is necessary to ensure we are able to provide the service requested. These third parties may include web hosting and email distribution services. Data is kept entirely confidential and is never sold, and never otherwise distributed except in the cases outlined above.

The data will be held as long as is necessary to carry out the purpose for which it is provided, or until the point at which consent is withdrawn. If you would like us to remove your information from our mailing list, you can click the “Unsubscribe” link at the bottom of any email we sent to you or contact us as set out below.

In line with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679, you are able to request access to any data stored about you on our servers, as well as the correction or deletion of any of this data at any time by sending a request to: info@frankbold.org.